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The principles of quantum mechanics were formulated by many people during a short period of time at the
beginning of the twentieth century. Max Planck wrote down his formula for the spectrum of blackbody
radiation and introduced the constant that now bears his name in 1900.
Quantum Mechanics: Ernest S. Abers - amazon.com
Quantum mechanics (QM; also known as quantum physics, quantum theory, the wave mechanical model, or
matrix mechanics), including quantum field theory, is a fundamental theory in physics which describes nature
at the smallest scales of energy levels of atoms and subatomic particles.. Classical physics, the physics
existing before quantum mechanics, describes nature at ordinary (macroscopic) scale.
Quantum mechanics - Wikipedia
The rise of quantum electrodynamics (QED) made possible a number of excellent textbooks on quantum field
theory in the 1960s. However, the rise of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and the Standard Model has
made it urgent to have a fully modern textbook for the 1990s and beyond.
Amazon.com: Quantum Field Theory: A Modern Introduction
In quantum mechanics, perturbation theory is a set of approximation schemes directly related to
mathematical perturbation for describing a complicated quantum system in terms of a simpler one. The idea
is to start with a simple system for which a mathematical solution is known, and add an additional "perturbing"
Hamiltonian representing a weak disturbance to the system.
Perturbation theory (quantum mechanics) - Wikipedia
The syllabus consists of main topics covered, required and recommended texts, prerequisites, grading
criteria and information about problem sets and term paper.
Syllabus | Quantum Physics III - MIT OpenCourseWare
2018-09-21: Lecture 1: Introduction and Overview:
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